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‘What is happening in Kashmir?’

This book explores this ques� on through a site-adap� ve 24-hour theatrical performance. 
Developed between 2013 and 2018 by the Ensemble Kashmir Theatre Akademi and 
Nandita Dinesh, the play uses a dura� onal, promenade format to immerse its audience 
within a mul� tude of perspec� ves on life in Kashmir. From a wedding celebra� on that is 
interrupted by curfew, to schoolboys divided by policing strategies, and soldiers struggling 
with a toxic mixture of boredom and trauma, Chronicles from Kashmir uses performance, 
installa� on and collabora� ve crea� on to grapple with Kashmir’s confl icts through the 
lenses of outsiders, insiders, and everyone in between.

Due to varying degrees of censorship and suppression, the play has not been performed 
live since 2017. This book is, therefore, an a� empt to keep Chronicles from Kashmir alive 
by including fi lmed scenes, a script, contextual ques� ons, a glossary, and an illumina� ng 
introduc� ons by Nandita Dinesh and EKTA founder Bhawani Bashir Yasir. A valuable Open 
Access resource for prac� � oners, educators and students of performance and confl ict, this 
book is also s� mula� ng reading for anybody who has asked, ‘What is happening in Kashmir?’

This playscript includes:

• Twenty fi lmed scenes of the play in performance

• A range of contextual ques� ons to s� mulate discussion on staging site-adap� ve 
theatre in places of confl ict

• A helpful glossary

As with all Open Book publica� ons, this en� re book is available to read for free on the 
publisher’s website. Printed and digital edi� ons, together with supplementary digital 
material, can also be found at www.openbookpublishers.com
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The Last Coalition

Like the ones that came before it, this COALITION is a space of collaborative creation; of a 
group of people coming together, albeit temporarily, to “make something”: an atmosphere, a 
spirit, a hope, a recognition. 

Audience members return to the same space that they entered at the very beginning of their 
time in Chronicles from Kashmir: you remember, the tourism office? This time, however, 
amidst the brochures and all the other tourist paraphernalia, there are actors frozen in various 
positions. Each of the actors represents a scene that was showcased over the course of the 24-hour 
experience. 

It is suggested that the following characters and actions/lines are represented. If the same 
performer played more than one of the characters below during the original scene, different 
actors can play those characters. The point at which actors unfreeze for their actions/lines can 
be found later in this scene.

Scene Character Action/ Line

The Experiment THE TEACHER “I will not press the button”

The Migration THE DOCTOR
“Am I not free?” said from inside the trunk that 

he crawled into during the scene

The Man & 
Woman

THE WOMAN “Because I am a woman. And this, is a war.”

The Artists

THE 

ART CRITIC/

FELLOW 
ARTIST/ 

CULTURAL 
AGENT

“It needs to be something we can sell. 
Nothing too realistic. Nothing too 

experimental. Nothing too this. Nothing too 
that. It has to be just right.”
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Scene Character Action/ Line

The Puppets A PUPPET

The puppets’ strings have been visibly cut. S/he 
moves wildly, erratically. Repeats.

“Now what?”

The Incarcerated A PRISONER

Repeats the following words in no particular 
order.

“Terrorist, Rebel, Militant, Martyr, Freedom 
Fighter, Revolutionary, Soldier.”

The Soldiers A SOLDIER
Holds the gun to his head. Points it at someone in 

the audience. Holds it to his head. Points it at a 
fellow actor. And so on and so forth.

The 
Argumentation 

Cultures

A character 
who is a mix of 
the MOTHER, 
FATHER and 

TEACHER

“Don’t raise your voice when you are talking 
to people. Disagreements are a waste of time. 

If you meet someone who doesn’t agree 
with you, just walk away. You need to tell 

people what you think. Be direct. Confront 
a problem head on. Sometimes you need to 
use your fists. It’s best not to fight. People 

never change their minds. Make sure you are 
heard. Make sure your voice is heard. A hug 
solves everything. Just agree to disagree, no? 

Don’t you dare argue with someone older 
than you. Don’t argue with your husband. 

Stand your ground. Fight for what you 
believe in. It’s always important to be polite. 
Act your age. You need to learn how to argue 

politely.”

The Sikhs THE DIRECTOR Arranges a row of turbans as a memorial.

The Apples ACTOR #2

Pulls out apples from a sack and throws them to 
different audience members; all while saying:

“Use the apple to express yourself.”

The Water A CHILD “Anyone want to go to the water with me?!”

The Village City 
Love Affair

THE WIFE
“I’ve had enough of your brother telling me 

what us city people are like.”
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Scene Character Action/ Line

The Mirrors and 
a Poetic Lament

AN ACTOR

“They say I should write hope

They say I should write difference

They say I should write paths

And options

And ways

And roads

And bridges

But sometimes,

This is all there is to write.”

The Pelters A PELTER
Plays with a stone in his hands while saying:

“It depends on who you ask.”

The Banalities A SOLDIER
“We wait. For the other shoe to drop. For the 
next stone to be thrown. And finally, there is 

something for us to do.”

The Time AN ACTOR
Sings the song about time that is sung by the 

GUIDE during the scene.

The Women AN ACTOR

“Either you will succumb or rise.

I chose to rise.

I collected my scattered parts to rise.

Nobody fights for us.

Nobody fought for me.

You have to fight your own battle

Yes, I am a feminist.”
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Scene Character Action/ Line

The Game Show THE HOST

“What is the most feasible solution to 
Kashmir’s conflicts?

Create more ways for Kashmiris to identify 
with India

Search for a political solution that involves 
discussions with Kashmir, India, and 

Pakistan

Increase tourism to Kashmir

None of the above”

The Hideout A KASHMIRI
“You are going to leave. I’m the one who has 
to stay here. I’m the one who has to live with 

the consequences of this…”

The Return
A PANDIT & 

MUSLIM in the 
same body

“Find a way out?”

The Disappeared 
and the Police

THE KASHMIRI 
POLICEMAN

He stands silently. Playing with his cap.

The Hope
A MASKED 

FIGURE

“They concern themselves with the broken 
windows, we concern ourselves with the rage 

that broke it.

Them and us are not the same.”

Would your choices for the highlighted character, action, and/
or line in each scene stay the same as, or differ from, what has 

been suggested in the table above? 

If you could redo the recap section entirely, with the only 
restriction being that you have to somehow remind audiences 

of material that they encountered in the previous 24 hours, 
what would your approach look like?
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When the audience enters this space, the GUIDES ignore the actors — who remain silent and 
frozen in position, until described otherwise, later in this scene. The GUIDES walk over to the 
middle of the room, where there are different kinds of props/costumes/materials that are placed 
there. The audience is asked to form a circle with the GUIDES.

GUIDE #1: You know, we have been showing you our experiences from Kashmir over 
the last day and… now, before we part ways, we want you to do something for us. 
So, we ask that you — individually, in pairs, in groups, however you wish — share 
something in response to what you have witnessed here. You can share your 
response as a song, as a drawing, as a story, as a dance, as silence… whatever you 
want. We just want some of your responses to what you have witnessed over the 
last 24 hours. Could you all decide how you want to do this? Alone or in groups 
or…?

The GUIDES stand back and let the audience figure it out. Once groups have been formed:

GUIDE #2: How much time would you like to prepare  —  before presenting your 
different responses to the group? 

The GUIDES stand back and let the audience figure it out. Once they have decided a time, the 
GUIDES only function is to keep reminding the spectators how much time they have left: a 
drumbeat is used to precede an announcement of how much time is remaining.

Refreshments are served while the spectators use the agreed upon duration to “make” a response.

Once the drum has sounded to indicate that the time for preparation is over, the GUIDES 
facilitate each person/pair/group’s presentation of their work. When a spectator(s) presents, 
there is a spotlight that is shown on them: what they’re sharing is special; it’s something 
that should be paid attention. This spotlight turns off as soon as each individual/pair/group 
indicates the end of their presentation, and the room reverts to “normal” lighting until the next 
each individual/pair/group volunteer to present. There is no discussion following any each 
individual/pair/group’s presentation. The presentations follow each other, with the changes in 
lighting and a drumbeat from the GUIDES to indicate the beginning of a new presentation.

Once all the audience members have shared their work, the drumbeats three times. A 
spotlight — the same one that was used for the spectators’ presentations — shines on one actor. 
They perform their action/line — described in the table at the start of this scene — and repeat 
the stated action/line until the GUIDES give them a drumbeat as their signal to freeze. The 
spotlight moves in sync with the drumbeat, to another performer. That next actor performs their 
line/action. So on and so forth. Consider this a “flashback,” if you will: of many of the voices 
that audience members have experienced through their time in Chronicles from Kashmir. 

Once the last actor has finished their action/line, the drumbeats abound. The actors unfreeze 
and move through the audience in varied ways — weaving in and out of their midst, sometimes 
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making eye contact, sometimes shaking a hand — before purposefully exiting the room. Once 
all the actors have exited the space, the drumbeats stop. 

GUIDE #1: As I told you when we began our time together yesterday, we believe it is 
important to consider how outsiders see and understand our home: so that we can 
better understand the outsider’s place in Kashmir’s future, if there is a place at all… 

The term “outsider” is one that we’ve used a lot in this experience and as we get 
ready to part ways, I want to leave you with a question: Who, really, is an outsider 
in Kashmir? Is an outsider only the person like my friend here (pointing to GUIDE 
#2) who was not born or brought up in Kashmir? Or can an outsider also be found 
in those Kashmiris who do not conform to what others want or expect from them? 
Can an outsider be found in the Kashmiri who, in colluding with outsiders, becomes 
one? Or is there, in some way, an outsider inside every Kashmiri? 

The GUIDES smile at each other and prepare to exit. As they exit, they shake each audience 
member’s hand and give them one last stone souvenir. This last stone has wrapped around it any 
contact information that the production company would like to leave the spectators with. Or 
perhaps, an article like Chris Jenkins’ (2012) Belfast’s immoral “conflict tourism.”

Once the GUIDES exit, the crew members on “audience duty” ask audience members to return 
any props/costumes they might have used for their presentations, to gather their bags with the 
stone souvenirs, and to follow the crew members to the bus. The belongings that the spectators 
arrived with should have previously been loaded on the bus. 

When the audience members head to the bus, they walk down a path that is composed of doors 
and windows. 

The same ACTOR who checked the audience’s IDs and bags the previous day boards the bus 
with them. They are dropped off where they met 24 hours earlier.

Given the pedagogical objectives of Chronicles from Kashmir, 
what kinds of post-performance mechanisms (if any) 

should be put in place in order to sustain the longer-term 
engagement of spectators?

Who might be the ideal target audience for this annotated, 
multimedia resource of Chronicles from Kashmir?


